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causing strong or difficult feelings especially in a way that creates thought
or discussion i found her talk very engaging and at times confronting fewer
examples i can understand why people found parts of the film confronting the
meaning of confront is to face especially in challenge oppose how to use
confront in a sentence confront definition to face in hostility or defiance
oppose see examples of confront used in a sentence synonyms for confronting
facing braving encountering withstanding daring breasting resisting defying
antonyms of confronting avoiding dodging ducking sidestepping shirking
shunning eschewing escaping confront means either to face a situation that
makes you uncomfortable or to say something to someone about something they
ve done that bothers you rather than letting things go when people are rude
to you you should confront them confronting adjective these are words and
phrases related to confronting click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page or go to the definition of confronting 1 to come face to face
with especially with defiance or hostility i wish to confront my accuser in a
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court of law 2 to bring face to face with the defendant was confronted with
incontrovertible evidence of guilt 3 to come up against encounter confronted
danger at every turn v intr the meaning of confrontation is the act of
confronting the state of being confronted how to use confrontation in a
sentence 1 keep safe the most important priority in the face of a
confrontational and hostile individual is to protect yourself if you don t
feel comfortable with a situation leave seek help and find 4 different ways
to say confronting along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com confront someone if the issue is recurring their behavior is
causing wider problems or they pose a risk to themselves or others find 2 559
synonyms for confronting and other similar words that you can use instead
based on 19 separate contexts from our thesaurus verb present participle of
confront wiktionary synonyms encountering facing accosting fronting braving
defying bearding challenging daring opposing repelling resisting threatening
meeting presenting antonyms avoiding confronting sentence examples this i
believe is the great challenge now confronting humankind a confrontation is
an angry disagreement you might become so irritated about your upstairs
neighbor s loud awful music that a confrontation is unavoidable confrontation
implies hostility although like a fight a confrontation can involve actual
violence or just a clash of words to present for acknowledgment contradiction
etc set face to face they confronted him with evidence of his crime to stand
or come in front of stand or meet facing the two long separated brothers
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confronted each other speechlessly to be in one s way the numerous obstacles
that still confronted him causing strong or difficult feelings especially in
a way that creates thought or discussion i found her talk very engaging and
at times confronting fewer examples i can understand why people found parts
of the movie confronting what s the definition of confronting in thesaurus
most related words phrases with sentence examples define confronting meaning
and usage disagreement suggest new another way to say confronting synonyms
for confronting other words and phrases for confronting what does the
adjective confronting mean there are two meanings listed in oed s entry for
the adjective confronting one of which is labelled obsolete see meaning use
for definitions usage and quotation evidence confronting comparative more
confronting superlative most confronting causing distress upsetting
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confronting english meaning cambridge dictionary
May 20 2024

causing strong or difficult feelings especially in a way that creates thought
or discussion i found her talk very engaging and at times confronting fewer
examples i can understand why people found parts of the film confronting

confronting definition meaning merriam webster
Apr 19 2024

the meaning of confront is to face especially in challenge oppose how to use
confront in a sentence

confront definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 18 2024

confront definition to face in hostility or defiance oppose see examples of
confront used in a sentence
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confronting synonyms 42 similar and opposite words
merriam
Feb 17 2024

synonyms for confronting facing braving encountering withstanding daring
breasting resisting defying antonyms of confronting avoiding dodging ducking
sidestepping shirking shunning eschewing escaping

confront definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jan 16 2024

confront means either to face a situation that makes you uncomfortable or to
say something to someone about something they ve done that bothers you rather
than letting things go when people are rude to you you should confront them

confronting 18 synonyms and antonyms cambridge
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english
Dec 15 2023

confronting adjective these are words and phrases related to confronting
click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the
definition of confronting

confronting definition of confronting by the free
dictionary
Nov 14 2023

1 to come face to face with especially with defiance or hostility i wish to
confront my accuser in a court of law 2 to bring face to face with the
defendant was confronted with incontrovertible evidence of guilt 3 to come up
against encounter confronted danger at every turn v intr

confrontation definition meaning merriam webster
Oct 13 2023
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the meaning of confrontation is the act of confronting the state of being
confronted how to use confrontation in a sentence

9 keys to handling hostile and confrontational
people
Sep 12 2023

1 keep safe the most important priority in the face of a confrontational and
hostile individual is to protect yourself if you don t feel comfortable with
a situation leave seek help and

4 synonyms antonyms for confronting thesaurus com
Aug 11 2023

find 4 different ways to say confronting along with antonyms related words
and example sentences at thesaurus com
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how to confront someone psychology backed advice
wikihow
Jul 10 2023

confront someone if the issue is recurring their behavior is causing wider
problems or they pose a risk to themselves or others

what is another word for confronting wordhippo
Jun 09 2023

find 2 559 synonyms for confronting and other similar words that you can use
instead based on 19 separate contexts from our thesaurus

confronting definition meaning yourdictionary
May 08 2023

verb present participle of confront wiktionary synonyms encountering facing
accosting fronting braving defying bearding challenging daring opposing
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repelling resisting threatening meeting presenting antonyms avoiding
confronting sentence examples this i believe is the great challenge now
confronting humankind

confrontation definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com
Apr 07 2023

a confrontation is an angry disagreement you might become so irritated about
your upstairs neighbor s loud awful music that a confrontation is unavoidable
confrontation implies hostility although like a fight a confrontation can
involve actual violence or just a clash of words

confronting wordreference com dictionary of english
Mar 06 2023

to present for acknowledgment contradiction etc set face to face they
confronted him with evidence of his crime to stand or come in front of stand
or meet facing the two long separated brothers confronted each other
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speechlessly to be in one s way the numerous obstacles that still confronted
him

confronting definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Feb 05 2023

causing strong or difficult feelings especially in a way that creates thought
or discussion i found her talk very engaging and at times confronting fewer
examples i can understand why people found parts of the movie confronting

confronting in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for
Jan 04 2023

what s the definition of confronting in thesaurus most related words phrases
with sentence examples define confronting meaning and usage
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confronting synonyms 1 056 words and phrases for
confronting
Dec 03 2022

disagreement suggest new another way to say confronting synonyms for
confronting other words and phrases for confronting

confronting adj meanings etymology and more oxford
Nov 02 2022

what does the adjective confronting mean there are two meanings listed in oed
s entry for the adjective confronting one of which is labelled obsolete see
meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence

confronting wiktionary the free dictionary
Oct 01 2022

confronting comparative more confronting superlative most confronting causing
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distress upsetting
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